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Self-control is among the most widely studied constructs in the social sciences. For instance, more than 3% of peer-reviewed psychology articles in the past year were referenced by the key word “self-control” or closely related terms. The report by Moffitt et al. (1) in PNAS substantially advances a growing literature by demonstrating robust predictive associations between childhood self-control and a wide range of consequential life outcomes in a large, nationally representative sample of New Zealanders.

Defining Self-Control

Monikers for self-control vary widely and include delay of gratification, effortful control, willpower, executive control, time preference, self-discipline, self-regulation, and ego strength. Moffitt et al. (1) use the term self-control synonymously with conscientiousness, a large class of personality traits that includes responsibility, industriousness, and orderliness (2). The common thread running through diverse conceptualizations of self-control is the idea of effortful reorientation of the self by the self. Self-controlled individuals are more adept than their impulsive counterparts at regulating their behavioral, emotional, and attentional impulses to achieve long-term goals.

The notion of effortful self-governance presumes an internal conflict between mutually exclusive responses. One cannot, alas, have one’s cake later and eat it now, too. Critical to situations that call upon self-control is that one response is obviously superior (e.g., saving one’s cake or, more likely, forgoing the cake altogether) yet the alternative, inferior response is nevertheless more psychologically potent (e.g., devouring the cake on the spot). The seeming irrationality of acting against our own best long-term interests has been of perennial interest not only to social scientists but also to philosophers (3); and, arguably, every major religious tradition advocates forswearing pleasure in the moment to realize greater, deferred rewards (4).

Freud (5) theorized that successful socialization was a process by which children learn to suppress immediately gratifying impulses to do what is best, for oneself and for society, in the long term. Modern empirical research has since confirmed that the capacity for self-control strengthens over the life course, well beyond childhood in fact and possibly into middle and late adulthood (6, 7). Although older individuals are, on average, more self-controlled than younger individuals, there are nevertheless salient differences in self-control among individuals of the same age.

Why Self-Control Matters

Moffitt et al. (1) focus on individual differences in self-control among same-aged individuals. Their major finding is that self-control measured with observer, parent, teacher, and self-report ratings during the first decade of life predicts income, savings behavior, financial security, occupational prestige, physical and mental health, substance use, and (lack of) criminal convictions, among other outcomes, in adulthood. Remarkably, the predictive power of self-control is comparable to that of either general intelligence or family socioeconomic status.

Moffitt et al. (1) observe that the salutary effect of childhood self-control on adult functioning is evident at all points along the self-control continuum. The consistently beneficial effects of self-control have two important implications. First, there may be no such thing as “too much” self-control, a possibility that has been suggested but not tested directly in a large, representative sample (8). Second, policies, interventions, and cultural practices aimed at bolstering self-control may improve the welfare of the general population rather than just a subset of severely impaired individuals.

Moffitt et al. (1) find that the benefits of self-control for adult functioning are partially mediated by better decision making during adolescence. Specifically, self-controlled children are less likely to smoke, drop out of high school, or become parents during adolescence, and staying out of those three kinds of trouble statistically explains some of the effects of self-control on adult outcomes. Partial rather than full mediation suggests that there are, in addition, other pathways by which self-control might produce its beneficial effects. Among other possibilities, self-controlled children may thrive in adulthood because of better academic performance (9, 10), physical health (11), and interpersonal relations (12).

Like other personality traits, self-control in the Moffitt et al. (1) study demonstrates moderate rank-order stability. Whereas children do not as a rule change radically in their rank-ordering on self-control, those who do improve in self-control relative to same-aged counterparts fare better in adulthood. Moffitt et al. consider this finding as indirect evidence for the potential benefits of interventions aimed at increasing self-control in children. Given the nonexperimental nature of the Moffitt et al. study (1), we should also keep in mind the possibility that unmeasured factors responsible for accelerating the development of self-control (including, for instance, competent parenting) may act independently as causal antecedents of positive adult functioning. Because of the ever-present possibility of such confounds, random assignment studies demonstrating the benefits of self-control interventions make a stronger case for self-control interventions (13–15).

Importantly, the analyses presented by Moffitt et al. statistically control for the potential confounds of intelligence and family background, two variables that in prior studies have been associated with self-control (16, 17). Moreover, to account for the possibility of unmeasured aspects of the family environment driving the predictive correlations between self-control and later outcomes, Moffitt et al. compare in a separate sample self-controlled children with their less self-controlled siblings. Consistent with their main analyses, childhood self-control continues to predict later outcomes, even when controlling for family effects in this quasi-experimental design.

It seems that less-evolved species are not tortured in the same way as we humans, who struggle to stay on diets, kick smoking habits, stop biting our nails, put an end to procrastinating, control our tempers, and otherwise follow through on resolutions we know will improve our overall well-being. We human beings often
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want, and want to want, different things (18). Moffitt et al. (1) provide convincing evidence that some of us are better than others at doing what we want to want and, further, that the capacity to govern ourselves effectively in the face of temptation has profound benefits across every major domain of life functioning.